Kyiv’s Mayor Vitaliy Klitschko [link], MP Oleksiy Honcharenko [link], and former MP Serhiy Berezenko [link] endorse and urge people to donate to UCCA!
Humanitarian aid from UCCA continues to arrive in Ukraine
Oleksandr Kamyshin, chairman of Ukraine's railway, accepts specially made IFAKs for the railroads & a drone from UCCA, Operation White Stork and Ukraine Friends.
UCCA continues to donate IFAKs to frontline defenders
Communications for Ukraine

UCCA acquires Motorola two-way radios at deep discount from the Harding, NJ Township Volunteer Firefighter Unit – heading to Ukraine
A review from a volunteer who worked at the UCCA-supported Ukrainian National Home in Peremyshl, Poland

"Український Народний Дім, Ukrainian National Home in Peremyshl - a powerhouse of a center giving refuge for those escaping horrors, organizing volunteers to assist in every facet possible, and coordinating with the Ukrainian government. It has an advantageous location in the center of the city.

"There are many facets to the Ukrainian National Home. Their beautiful auditorium now gives refuge to families fleeing from the war in Ukraine. Peremyshl is the first big city beyond the border, through which hundred of thousands of Ukrainian refugees have fled. Families can come to a warm, welcoming center, providing a place to stay and be fed. Volunteers help with children, so that their mothers can organize their next steps to provide for their children and remain safe.

"The Ukrainian National Home also has become the center for coordinating volunteers throughout the city and along the border. This Volunteer Center is run by young, talented Ukrainians. They are extremely well organized, providing effective assistance to those in need fleeing from Ukraine.

"The building also houses the Consulate of Ukraine. This is a crucial location brings the Ukrainian government close to those that need consular services.

"An example of the sorely needed comfort Ukrainian refugees received recently was the Velykden community breakfast. The breakfast was blessed by Ukrainian clergy and brought refugees, activists and volunteers together to celebrate a beautiful holiday together.

"The Ukrainian National Home in Peremyshl has stepped up and risen to the need of many. The utmost respect and gratitude is deserved to them!"